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Abstract

Motivated by the fixed routes problem, where the objective is to design a set
of routes to be operated unchanged over a period of time, we study the vehicle
routing problem with stochastic demands. An algorithm is developed based on a
stochastic programming model with recourse. Computational experiments show that
the algorithm compares favorably to existing algorithms.

1 Introduction

In the vehicle routing problem (VRP) a number of vehicles is located at a single depot
and must serve a number of geographically dispersed customers. Each vehicle has a given
capacity and each customer has a given demand. The objective is to minimize the cost
of travel.

The vehicle routing problem is an important problem in the area of distribution
management. Many distribution managers spend hours on the day-to-day routing and
scheduling of delivery vehicles.

A common phenomenon in practical distribution management is the fact that problem
instances show certain similarities. In various situations, the same set of customers has
to be visited every day, and it may even be possible to detect a weekly pattern. In
these circumstances the question arises whether designing a set of routes to be operated
unchanged over a given period of time is a viable alternative. to constructing a set of
routes every day based on the particular instance of that day. The problem of designing
a set of routes to be operated unchanged over a given period of time is known as the
fixed routes problem (FRP) and has not received a lot of attention in the vehicle routing
literature.
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Advantages of using fixed routes include reduced management cost, since the need to
optimize routes on daily bases is eliminated, individual and predictable service towards
customers, increased performance by the drivers, since they familiarize themselves with
the routes and the delivery area, and the possibility to increase the efficiency at the
depot, since standard depot procedures can be developed.

The main difficulty in the design of fixed routes is the need to address demand
fluctuations, Le., demands are no longer deterministic but have become stochastic. The
observation above shows that the fixed routes problem is in fact a vehicle routing problem
with stochastic demands.

Only recently, researchers have started to investigate stochastic vehicle routing prob
lems. A comprehensive overview of stochastic vehicle routing problems and a survey of
existing solution methodologies can be found in Dror, Laporte, and Trudeau [1989].

The primary situation that leads to a vehicle routing problem with stochastic de
mands is the case where actual customer demands only become known at the customers
premises. This often occurs in the petrochemical industry and in the convenience and
grocery store deliveries.

This paper describes our efforts to develop an algorithm for the vehicle routing prob
lem with stochastic demands based on a stochastic programming model with recourse.
We assume that customer demands are independently and normally distributed and that
the mean and variance of the customer demands are known. The algorithm is designed
in such a way that if the customer demand variance approaches zero, Le., the demand
becomes deterministic, the algorithm is competitive with existing solution methods for
the classical vehicle routing problem.

In Section 2 the problem and its assumptions are defined and in Section 3 the stochas
tic programming model with recourse is derived. In Section 4 an approximation algorithm
is proposed and in Section 5 its performance is compared with other algorithms. Finally,
Section 6 discusses possible extensions and Section 7 contains the conclusions.

2 The problem

The specific single-depot vehicle routing problem with stochastic demands studied in
this paper has the following characteristics. The set of vehicles is homogeneous and each
vehicle has a capacity Q. The location of the depot and the customers is known and
fixed. The demand of each customer i is stochastic and modeled by an independent
random variable ~i that is normally distributed with finite mean Pi and finite variance
u[. The objective is to plan a set of routes in anticipation of customer demands such
that all customers are visited and fully serviced and the expected total cost of travel is
minimized. The exact customer demand becomes only known during the execution of
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the planned routes.
The most important characteristic of the VRP with stochastic demands is that it

is no longer possible to assume, contrary to the deterministic VRP, that routes can be
followed as planned. A failure may occur on a planned route because at some point along
the route customer demand cannot be met. In that case some recourse action has to be
taken.

Various recourse strategies, depending on the acceptable service policy and the
amount of available information on customer demands, are possible. We have adopted
the following recourse action. IT a failure occurs, the vehicle will make a round trip to
the depot for replenishment and resume the planned route at the point of failure. Note
that if the depot is denoted by 0 and if Cij denotes the cost of traveling from i to j, a
failure at customer i will incur an additional cost of CiO + COi.

In addition, we assume that the parameters of the demand distributions are such
that P[~i < 0] = 0, P[~i > Q] = 0, and that there exists an a, 0 S a < 1, such that

L: lLi S (1 +a)Q => P[ L: ~i > 2Q] = 0
l~i:5n l$i:5n

The third assumption limits the likely number of failures on a route to at most one,
which is not unreasonable from a practical point of view.

3 The model

Dror, Laporte, and Trudeau [1989] describe two solution frameworks for the VRP with
stochastic demands: Markov decision processes and stochastic programming. Our solu
tion approach falls in the latter category.

Stewart and Golden [1983] propose the following stochastic programming model with
recourse for the VRP with stochastic demands:

min z = cx + L: AkE[lk]
l:5k~m

subject to

where Ak is the penalty per unit excess demand on route k, E[lk] is the expected excess
demand of route k, and Tm the set of all possible combinations of m routes.

The first deficiency of the above model is the fact that the recourse cost does not
reflect the true cost incurred by a failure, since it does not take the location of a failure
into account. Consider the two routes depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Recourse cost.

The only difference between the two routes is their direction. Therefore, the expected
excess demand, and thus the recourse cost, is the same for both routes. However, it is
clear that the second route is preferred since a failure is only likely to occur at the last
customer.

The second deficiency of the model is the fact that the recourse cost is linear in the
amount of excess demand. All reasonable recourse strategies lead to a nonlinear recourse
cost, since the cost of returning to the depot is independent of whether you go back to
pick up one unit or to pick up a full truck load.

Our stochastic programming model with recourse is more precise because it does
take the location of a failure into account and it does not use a linear the recourse cost.
Since the variables ei are assumed to be independently and normally distributed with
mean Pi and variance (1[, their cumulative demand distribution is also normal with mean
Ll<i<tPi and variance Ll<i<t(1;' Therefore, given a route (0,1,2, ... ,n,n+ 1) where
for convenience we have split the depot in an 'origin' 0 and 'destination' n + 1, the
probability Pi that the cumulative demand up to customer i is greater than the vehicle
capacity given by

Pi ~f P[ L ej > Q] =1- P[ L ej $ Q] =1- ~ (Q - Ll<j<i ~j) ,
l$j$i l$j$i v/Ll$j$i(1j

where ~ denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function. As a con
sequence, the probability that a failure occurs at customer i, i.e., P[Ll$j$i-l ej $
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Q,'EI<j<iej > Q], can now be computed since

P[ E ej:5 Q, E ej > Q] = Pi - Pi-I.
I~j~i-I I~j~i

Since we have assumed that the parameters of the demand distributions are such that
at most one failure is likely to occur in a route, the expected recourse cost of the route
is equal to

L: (Pi - Pi-I)(CiQ +~Oi)'
I~i~n

The complete stochastic programming model with recourse that forms the basis for
the algorithm to be described in the next section thus looks as follows:

minz = cx + L: E[Ck]
I~k~m

subject to

where E[Ck] is the expected recourse cost of route k, and Tm is as before.
Note that the only place where the uncertainty of the customer demand explicitly

occurs is in the cost function. The structure of the set of feasible solutions for the VRP
with stochastic demands does not differ from the structure of the set of feasible solutions
for the deterministic VRP.

4 The algorithm

Since the uncertainty ofthe demand only appears in the objective function of the stochas
tic programming model with recourse, an obvious solution approach is to use any of the
existing algorithms for the deterministic VRP to obtain a feasible set of routes that min
imizes the total distance traveled, with respect to the mean customer demands. Given
this set of routes, the expected total cost of travel using the objective function of the
stochastic programming model with recourse can then be computed. Observe that if the
variances are relatively small, or if the number of customers per route is relatively large,
this should give a reasonable answer. .

Another approach is to use an existing algorithm for the deterministic VRP and
apply it using a modified cost function, anticipating the fact that we are not interested
in minimizing the total distance traveled, but in minimizing the total cost of travel as
specified by the objective function of the stochastic programming model with recourse.
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This approach is taken in Dror and Trudeau [1986], where the savings algorithm of Clarke
and Wright [1964] is adapted. The 'savings' term is modified to account for the location
of a potential failure, the direction of the route, and the customers already supplied on
the route.

The major concern in modifying an algorithm for the deterministic VRP for use in
the context of the VRP with stochastic demands is the increase in computation time due
to the introduction of a more complicated and computationally intensive cost function.
As the cost of a route is related to the location of possible failures, a minor change to
a route, such as the addition or deletion of a customer, forces a recomputation from
scratch for the cost of the route.

Our two-phase method implements the underlying ideas of both approaches sketched
above and does not require prohibitive computation times. In the first phase, a deter
ministic VRP algorithm is applied to construct an initial set of routes that minimizes the
total distance traveled with respect to the mean customer demands. In the second phase,
local search procedures are applied to improve the current set of routes with respect to
the objective function of the stochastic programming model with recourse. This has the
clear computational advantage that only in the second phase we have to work with a
complicated cost function.

Observe that by the nature of a deterministic VRP algorithm the mean demand of
each route of the set of initial routes does not exceed the vehicle capacity. However, in
the context of the VRP with stochastic demands it is sufficient that the mean demand
of each route is less than or equal to (1 +Ct) times the vehicle capacity, since that implies
that the likely number of failures on a route is at most one (see the assumptions at the
end of Section 2).

4.1 The generalized assignment heuristic

The deterministic algorithm used in the first phase is our implementation of the gener
alized assignment heuristic proposed by Fisher and Jaikumar [1981].

The generalized assignment heuristic is usually presented as a two-phase method. In
the first phase, an assignment of customers to vehicles is obtained by solving a generalized
assignment problem with an objective function that linearizes and thereby approximates
the cost of the traveling salesman tours of the vehicles through the customers. In the
second phase, once the assignment decision has been made, a routing of each vehicle
through its set of customers is obtained by solving· a traveling" salesman problem. The
approximation of the delivery cost is obtained by constructing seed routes and considering
the cost of inserting customers into these seed routes. A seed route is an artificial route
consisting of the depot and a seed point, which is supposed to indicate an area that is
expected to be visited by a single vehicle.
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The choice of a good set of seed points is of crucial importance for the performance of
the method. In our opinion, it is therefore better to consider the generalized assignment
heuristic as a three-phase method, to emphasize the importance of seed selection. In this
perspective, a set of seed points is chosen in the first phase, an assignment of customers
to seed points is determined in the second phase, and routes are constructed for each of
the obtained clusters in the third phase.

Since the algorithms we have implemented for the solution of the generalized assign
ment problem and the traveling salesman problems are well known, we will not describe
them in detail. However, the method used to generate seed points is original and we will
elaborate on it below.

As seed points are supposed to indicate areas that are expected to be visited by
a single vehicle, it is clear that customer demand will play an important role in the
determination of seed points. The method originally proposed by Fisher and Jaikumar
divides the area around the depot in cones, each representing a total demand that is
close to vehicle capacity, and locates the seed points on the rays that bisect the cones at
such a distance from the depot that a fixed percentage of the total demand in the cone
is closer to the depot.

The method we propose is not only based on customer demand but also on 'customer
proximity'. Consider the two possible solutions for the same situation depicted in Figure
2.

The first solution may result if the cone covering method as proposed by Fisher and
Jaikumar is applied. The second solution is the one that is usually preferred in practice.

Instead of the cone covering method we propose what might be called the circle
covering method. The basic idea is the following. For each customer, determine the
smallest circle with the center at this customer such that the total demand covered
by the circle is less than or equal to the vehicle capacity, but adding the next closest
customer would violate that property. Next, order the customers by increasing radius of
their associated circles. Finally, cover all customers by circles as follows. Iteratively take
the first not yet covered customer on the list and add its associated circle to the covering
until all customers are covered. Take the set of seed points equal to the set of centers of
the circles that constitute the covering. Note that this approach is independent of the
location of the depot.

The generalized assignment problem is solved with a savings-regret heuristic [Martello
and Toth 1981] complemented with various improvement methods.

The heart of the algorithm used to solve the traveling salesman problems is a dual
ascent method based on the 1-tree relaxation, as proposed by Held and Karp [197:1.]. It is
extended with a modified Christofides heuristic [Christofides 1975] and 2-opt and Or-opt
techniques [Croes 1958, Or 1976].
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Figure 2: Cone covering versus circle covering.

4.2 Iterative improvement procedures

Iterative improvement procedures are based on what is perhaps the oldest optimization
principle: neighborhood search. It is a simple and natural idea, which has proven to
be surprisingly successful on a variety of problems. The general iterative improvement
procedure proceeds as follows. We start at some initial feasible solution and search in
its neighborhood for a better (cheaper) one. As long as an improved solution exists, we
adopt it and repeat the neighborhood search from the new solution. Finally, we will
reach a local optimum and stop.

The most often used neighborhood for vehicle routing problems is the k-exchange
neighborhood. A k-exchange is a substitution of k arcs of a route with k others. Since
the computational requirement of k-exchanges increases rapidly with k one usually only
considers the cases k = 2 and k = 3.

To improve a single route, we have implemented a 2-exchange procedure [Croes 1958]
and an Or-exchange procedure [Or 1976]. In addition, we designed two new k-exchange
neighborhoods that aim at improving two routes by swapping customers between them.
All neighborhoods are such that testing for optimality over the neighborhood requires
O(n2 ) time.

In our description of the two new k-exchange neighborhoods, we will refer to the
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route that currently contains the customers we want to relocate as the origin route and
the other as the destination route. Furthermore, a vertex i will always refer to a vertex
from the origin route and prei and SUCi will denote its predecessor and successor, and a
vertex j will always refer to a vertex from the destination route and prej and SUCj will
denote its predecessor and successor.

The relocate neighborhood contains all the sets of at most two routes that can be
obtained by removing the arcs (prei, i), (i, SUCi), and (j, SUCj) and replacing them with
the arcs (prei, sucd, (j, i), and (i, SUCj), Le., we try to insert a vertex from the origin
route into the destination route. A relocation is pictured in Figure 3.

The cross neighborhood contains all the sets of at most two routes that can be
obtained by removing the arcs (i, SUCi) and (j, SUCj) and replacing them with the arcs
(i, SUCj) and (j, sued, Le., we try to remove crossing arcs. Computational experience
indicates that iterative improvement based on this neighborhood is very powerful. Note
that replacing (O,suco) and (pren+bn+ 1) with (O,n+ 1) and (pren+l,sueo) combines
the two routes. A cross-exchange is pictured in Figure 4.

The above described iterative improvement procedures can easily be extended to
larger neighborhoods by the introduction of paths instead of vertices.
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Figure 4: A cross-exchange.

5 Computational results

The algorithm is implemented on an IBM PS/2 Model 70 using Microsoft C version 5.1.
However, since the code does not use any operating system specific functions, it should
be easy to port it to other environments.

Stewart and Golden [1983] as well as Dror and Trudeau [1989] apply a modified
savings algorithm to a stochastic extension of a 75 customer problem that appeared
in Christofides and Eilon [1969]. To turn the deterministic instance into a stochastic
instance, the mean of the demand is taken to be the original demand quantity and a
standard deviation, between zero and one-third of the mean demand, is generated using
a uniform random generator.

To assess the performance of our algorithm, we have applied it to the instance de
scribed above. Table 1 summarizes the results obtained by the three algorithms and
Table 2 presents the solution constructed by our algorithm in more detail. Since both
modified savings algorithms work with a different recourse action, namely to make back
and forth trips to each not yet (fully) serviced customer in the event a route failure
occurs, Table 2 presents two values for the expected cost. The'first shows the expected
cost for the set of routes based on the recourse cost function of the model presented
in Section 3. The second shows the expected cost for the set of routes based on the
recourse cost function associated with the recourse action mentioned above. We empha
size that optimization in our algorithm is done with respect to the objective function of
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Number Distance E(cost] Fullest route Emptiest Route
of routes

IL (72 P[d > Ql IL (72 P[d> Ql
Stewart & Golden 11 1016.34 1019.98 145 99.95 0.067 30 3.38 0.000
Dror & Trudeau 10 856.16 884.91 166 167.31 0.679 53 5.63 0.000
Savelsbergh &
Goetschalckx 9 805.42 855.55 164 145.75 0.629 139 97.105 0.016

Table 1. Summary of the results obtained by the three algorithms.

IL (72 P(d> Q] E[costh E[costh Distance Route sequence
1 142 50.021 0.000 39.26 39.26 39.26 4,27,52,46,34,67
2 155 176.746 0.353 85.09 85.27 82.30 45,48,47,21,61,74,30,75
3 158 102.201 0.421 91.29 91.51 85.66 12,40,9,39,31,58,26
4 149 114.547 0.152 89.23 89.23 84.94 72,10,38,65,66,11,7
5 153 158.871 0.289 72.76 74.04 67.28 6,33,1,73,62,28,2,68
6 139 97.105 0.016 115.37 115.37 114.76 57,15,37,20,70,60,71,69,36,5,29
7 164 145.750 0.629 127.93 129.77 115.62 49,24,18,55,25,50,32,44,3,17
8 146 77.837 0.056 104.07 104.07 102.30 13,54,19,59,14,53,35,8
9 158 141.104 0.433 124.67 127.03 113.30 22,64,42,43,41,56,23,63,16,51

1364 849.72 855.55 805.42

Table 2. Solution obtained for the 75 customer test problem.

the stochastic programming model with recourse presented in this paper and that the
other expected cost is computed only from the final set of routes. Also note that mean
demand of route 7 exceeds the vehicle capacity of 160.

As anticipated, the use of a more sophisticated deterministic VRP algorithm to obtain
an initial set of routes, the generalized assignment heuristic versus the savings method,
was clearly beneficial as it provided a solution with nine vehicles.

Since our study ofthe vehicle routing problem with stochastic demands was motivated
by the fixed routes problem, we also tested our algorithm in that setting.

The basic question, raised in the introduction, related to the fixed routes problem
is whether or not a set of routes designed to be operated unchanged over a period of
time provides a viable alternative to constructing a set of routes every day based on the
particular instance of that day.

To be able to provide, at least an empirical, answer to this' question, we conducted
the following experiment. For several randomly generated instances of the VRP with
stochastic demands, we compared the average cost that results if the fixed routes pro
duced by our algorithm are used for twenty realizations of the customer demands with
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0.05
0.10
0.30
0.50

E[cost]

945.81
1182.06
1382.62
1713.48

fixed
routes
942.00

1185.30
1365.70
1756.00

variable
routes
928.30

1121.65
1229.80
1444.30

percentage
cost reduction

1.45
5.37
9.95

17.75

Table 3. Fixed routes versus variable routes.

0.05
0.10
0.30
0.50

E[cost]

784.11
818.10
836.19
823.77

fixed
routes
780.90
822.10
833.20
816.70

variable
routes
802.25
808.10
798.55
785.65

percentage
cost reduction

-2.73
1.70
4.15
3.80

Table 4. Fixed routes versus variable routes.

the average cost of the solutions produced by a deterministic VRP algorithm for the same
twenty realizations of the customer demands, with the restriction that it should never
produce a solution that requires more vehicles than are needed for the fixed routes. The
realization of the demand of customer i is obtained by setting qi to max(O,J.Li +RN(·) Ui),
Random instances were generated for two different ratios of maximum mean demand over
vehicle capacity, namely 0.3 and 0.15, and for four different values of the coefficient of
variation U / J.L, namely 0.05,0.1,0.3, and 0.5. A summary of the results is given in Tables
3 and 4.

The most striking, and counter intuitive, phenomenon is that the average cost of
the solutions produced by the deterministic VRP algorithm is not always smaller that
the average cost that results if the fixed routes produced by our algorithm are used.
The explanation for this phenomenon is that approximation algorithms are used for the
solution of both problems and that the solution space of the vehicle routing problem
with stochastic demands is larger than the solution space of the vehicle routing problem
with deterministic demands, since multiple trips per vehicle are allowed.

The overall results indicate that even for relatively large variability, Le., q / J.L =0.3,
the increase in cost is less than 10 percent. Therefore fixed routes may indeed provide a
viable alternative to constructing routes on a daily basis.

Another interesting observation is that an algorithms for the vehicle routing problem
with stochastic demands tend to spread the work load more evenly over the vehicles
than an algorithm for the vehicle routing problem with deterministic demands, because
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it trys to avoid routes that are filled to near capacity. Solutions with that characteristic
are often preferred in practice.

6 Extensions

Observe that the only crucial assumption in our approach is that the cumulative demand
distribution can be computed. Therefore, it is relatively easy to extend the approach to
handle some side constraints and to allow other than normal distributions for customer
demands.

As an example, consider route duration constraints. Let tij denote the travel time
.from customer i to j, and T a universal upper bound on the duration of the routes.
Furthermore, let the unloading time at customer i be given by Ui = Si +Tiqi, where Si is
a fixed part related to the customers premises and Tiqi a variable part depending on the
actual demand qi. In that case, the cumulative distribution of the travel time is again
normal with parameters Ll$i$n(ti,i+l + Si) +Ll$i$n TiJ.Li and Ll$i$n(TiO'i}2.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the development of an approximation algorithm for the
vehicle routing problem with stochastic demands. Computational experiments indicate
that its performance compares favorably to other existing algorithms. The algorithm
reflects our initial design goals: effectiveness and efficiency, Le., a high quality solution in
a reasonable amount of time. The fact that the cost functions in a stochastic environment
are very complicated and computationally intensive makes it hard to accomplish an
acceptable balance between effectiveness and efficiency. We have designed a two-phase
approach. In the first phase, some effectiveness is sacrificed for efficiency. Using a
simplified cost function we obtain a reasonable solution relatively fast. In the second
phase, some efficiency is sacrificed for effectiveness. Using the actual cost function and
the initial solution we obtain a high quality solution reasonably fast. In fact, the approach
and the algorithm can be used for any variant of the vehicle routing problem that calls
for a complicated computationally intensive cost function.
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